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LATE SUMMER LIST 2021 

BIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR 

    
HELEN CARR    The Red Prince   (304pp) £20 
The character & motivations of John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster 
RONALD HUTTON    The Making of Oliver Cromwell   (400pp)  £25 
Unpicking truth from fiction: first volume in a monumental reappraisal of the Protector 
JOHN HILARY    From Refugees to Royalty   (256pp) £25 
Rise of the Messel family of Nymans: expelled by George III, married royalty in the 20th c. 
NICHOLAS C JELLICOE    George Jellicoe   (336pp) £25 
A life marked by public duty & wartime action, somewhat eclipsed by the ‘Lambton affair’ 
ANTONIA FRASER    The Case of the Married Woman   (304pp) £25 
Caroline Norton, vilified wife who fought for a mother’s right to custody in 19th c. Britain 
JOHN MARTIN ROBINSON    Holland Blind Twilight   (208pp) £25 
Betjeman, Huddleston & Stamp join the buildings in the architectural historian’s memoir 
DEBORAH LEVY    Real Estate  (304pp) £10.99 
Final volume in her “Living Autobiography”: a meditation on home & womanhood 
TOM TEMPLETON    34 Patients   (368pp) £20 
One doctor’s life & work as seen through 34 patients: a tribute to what makes us human 
EDMUND RICHARDSON    Alexandria: The Quest for the Lost City   (352pp) £25 
Life of Charles Masson, pioneering archaeologist in Afghanistan during the Great Game 
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PAT NEVIN    The Accidental Footballer   (352pp) £20 
Memoirs of the Chelsea & Everton football player who dreamed of becoming a teacher  
ANNE SEBBA    Ethel Rosenberg   (304pp) £20 
Tainted evidence, failure of justice? 1953 execution of an American woman for espionage 
RUTH SCURR    Napoleon: A Life in Gardens and Shadows   (400pp) £30 
Emperor as horticulturalist: from the olive groves of Corsica to his garden on St Helena  
JOHN ZUBRZYCKI   The House of Jaipur  (288pp) £25 
How  a golden couple found relevancy in the new India, bent on leaving its princely past 
LUCY KELLAWAY    Re-Educated   (256pp) £16.99 
How an ex-FT journalist re-invented herself: trained to be a teacher & transformed her life 
JULIA STONEHOUSE    John Stonehouse, My Father   (416pp) £16.99 
The 1970’s political scandal which rocked a nation & a family  
DAVID YOUNG    Inside Thatcher’s Last Election   (360pp)  £20 
1987: the battle for the mandate to consolidate long lasting economic change & prosperity  
FRANCES STONOR SAUNDERS    The Suitcase   (240pp) £18.99 
A suitcase filled with papers. The key to her father’s past? Or releasing unwelcome ghosts?  
ALESSANDRO BARBERO    Dante    (320pp) August £20 
How the political intrigues of 13th century Italian life shaped his ‘Divine Comedy’  
GYLES BRANDRETH   Odd Boy Out   (448pp) September £20 
The candid reflections of the journalist, writer, erstwhile MP & national treasure 
SIMON HEFFER ED. Henry ‘Chips’ Channon: Diaries Volume II   (1120pp) Sept £35 
From Munich to the fall of Mussolini, a vivid account of the pivotal years 1938-43 
HAYLEY MILLS   Forever Young   (400pp) September £20 
The Hollywood child star on the challenging years at Disney when youth was bankable 

HISTORY & POLITICS  

    
CYNTHIA SALTZMAN   Napoleon’s Plunder   (320pp) £25 
Charts the journeys of his artistic booty: from the battlefield to the walls of the Louvre 
MAX HASTINGS    Operation Pedestal    (464pp) £25 
August ’42 & the dramatic battle to keep Malta fed: efforts of politicians, pilots & seamen  
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MAX EGREMONT    The Glass Wall   (320pp) £25 
At the front line of other peoples’ wars: the people of the Eastern Baltic in the 20th century 
ALEX VON TUNZELMANN    Fallen Idols   (272pp) £20 
From Columbus to Colston: statues that caused a storm & raised tricky questions in 2020 
DAWN HADLEY & JULIAN RICHARDS   The Viking Great Army   (320pp) £25 
Transition from raiders to settlers: how the Vikings changed our isles in every way 
ROBERT PEAL    Meet the Georgians   (240pp) £18.99 
A rip-roaring introduction to the oft neglected era of Byron, Wollstonecraft & Tipu Sultan 
KATE VIGURS    Mission France   (352pp) £20 
Traces the lives & missions of the 39 women who served in SOE during world War II   
FLORIAN FREISTETTER   A History of the Universe in 100 Stars (336pp)   £16.99 
The past, present & future of the cosmos in 100 short, illuminating chapters  
IAN WILLIAMS   Every Breath You Take   (376pp) £16.99 pbk 
China: rise of the first digital totalitarian state & the threat it poses to the rest of the world 
GILES MILTON   Checkmate in Berlin   (416pp) £25 
How the division of Berlin in 1945 led to the rekindling of old animosities & the Cold War 
MICHAEL PYE   Antwerp: The Glory Years   (288pp) £25 
The brief golden age from 1501-1566 which saw a renaissance in artwork, books & trade  
COLIN JONES   The Fall of Robespierre   (592pp) £25 
July 27th, 1794 hour by hour, minute by minute, as Robespierre’s fate is decided by chance  
JEANETTE  WINTERSON 12 Bytes   (288pp) £16.99 
Twelve essays on the impact & implication of Artificial Intelligence on our lives  
SUSAN TOMES    The Piano: A History in 100 Pieces   (400pp) £16.99 
The history of an instrument, its composers & players from 1800 to the present 
HELEN RODGERS    City of Illusions   (312pp) £18.99 
The city of Granada: from the building of the Alhambra to French occupation to civil war 
MICHAEL WOLFF    Landslide   (336pp) £20 
Final volume in his ‘Trump Trilogy’: the last days of the presidency in all its surreal detail   
MICHAEL BURLEIGH    Day of the Assassins  (448pp) £25 
The politics of violence & the perpetrators behind it: the mad, the bad & the professional 
JUDITH MACKRELL    Going with the Boys   (448pp)  £20 
WWII women reporters: Gellhorn, Miller, Schultz, Cowles, Hollingworth & Kirkpatrick  
VICTORIA GLENDINNING    Family Business   (400pp) £20 
Orphaned at seven, the story of John Lewis & the retail empire which still bears his name  
GEOFFREY WHEATCROFT   Churchill’s Shadow   (640pp) August £25 
The contradictory character of the man & his sway over the present 
RICHARD OVERY    Blood and Ruins   (1040pp) August £40 
Argues that WWII was the ‘great imperial war’ marking the end of all territorial empires 
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ART, ARCHITECTURE & INTERIORS  

 
ELEANOR CLAYTON   Barbara Hepworth: Art and Life   (288pp) £25 
Reveals for the first time the breadth & variety of her artistic output. Fully illustrated 
ADRIANO AYMONINO    Enlightened Eclecticism   (400pp) £50 
Extensive patronage of the 1st Duke & Duchess of Northumberland in the 18th century 
FATIMA MANJI   Hidden Heritage   (304pp) £20 
The diversity of pre-20th c. Britain & how we struggle with that legacy of empire today 
FRANNY MOYLE    The King’s Painter   (576pp) £35 
Career & legacy of Hans Holbein the Younger too often just remembered for his portraits 
THORSTEN OPPER   Nero: The Man Behind the Myth   (304pp) £40/£25 
The emperor’s life & legacy re-evaluated (British Museum exhibition) 
CHARLIE ENGLISH   The Gallery of Miracles and Madness  (336pp) £20 
The first Holocaust: Hitler’s war on modern art & the ‘degenerates’ who produced it 
RICK GEKOSKI    Guarded by Dragons  (256pp) £18.99 
The antiquarian bookseller on the highs & lows of dealing in manuscripts & tricky punters 
JACQUELINE RIDING    Hogarth: Life in Progress   (544pp) £30 
Discover the man, the artist & the age in which he lived & thrived 
REBECCA BIRRELL    This Dark Country   (384pp) £25 
Vanessa Bell, Dora Carrington, Gwen John et al: the allure & intimacy of painting still life  
FRANCES SANDS   Architectural Drawings   (160pp) £35 
Some of the finest & most fragile jewels from the collection amassed by Sir John Soane  
KIT KEMP    Design Secrets   (240pp) £25 
Top tips & definite don’ts from the interior designer & hotelier 
ROBYN LEA    A Room of Her Own   (240pp) £35 
Painters, writers, sculptors, chefs: the homes & studios of twenty influential women 
LEE BEARD    Ben Nicholson: From the Studio   (136pp) August £24.95 
The artist & the everyday objects which inspired him (Pallant House Gallery exhibition)   
LESLIE GREENE BOWMAN    Thomas Jefferson at Monticello   (208pp) Sept £32.50 
Testament to the President’s passion for architecture, art & invention 
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FOOD, GARDENING & NATURAL HISTORY  

    
ADAM NICOLSON    The Sea is Not Made of Water   (384pp) £20 
The wonders of the seashore examined: from the sandhopper to the winkle, prawn to crab  
ARABELLA LENNOX BOYD    Gardens in My Life   (272pp) £40 
The landscape gardener looks back over her career & the gardens she has created  
RACHEL RODDY    An A-Z of Pasta   (352pp) £25 
From the familiar to the unusual, over 120 pasta & sauce recipes to delight the taste buds 
PASTA EVANGELISTS LTD   Perfect Pasta   (240pp) £20 
Easy, fresh recipes made in minutes from simple ingredients found in the fridge & larder 
CLAIRE MASSET   Buckingham Palace: A Royal Garden   (120pp) £16.95 
Year in the life of the garden & the passion of those who have cultivated it over centuries 
JOHN LEWIS-STEMPEL    Woodston   (352pp) £20 
Portrait of an English farm over the centuries embodying the lure of the land over us 
PETER WOHLLEBEN    The Heartbeat of Trees   (264pp) £18.99 
Argues that we have not lost our connection to nature in these challenging times  
HUGO RITTSON THOMAS    Wildflowers for the Queen   (328pp) £50 
A celebration of the Coronation Meadows which have sprung up across Britain  
JANE CUMBERBATCH    Pure Style in the Garden   (192pp) £20 
However small our outdoor space might be, it can still be an essential haven & escape 
SOPHIE GRIGSON    A Curious Absence of Chickens   (320pp) £20 
A narrative of food writing, stories & recipes, celebrating the Italian region of Puglia  
CHARLIE CORBETT    12 Birds to Save Your Life   (304pp) £14.99 
From the curlew to humble house sparrow, how nature puts great sorrow into perspective 
IAN HODGSON    New Wild Garden   (176pp) £20 
How to incorporate wild flowers into your garden: a step by step guide for every space 
JUDE PIESSE    The Ghost in the Garden   (336pp) £20 
The lost garden of The Mount, Shrewsbury, where Darwin grew up & found his vocation 
RUKMINI IYER    The Sweet Roasting Tin   (240pp) September £18.99 
Let the oven & the fridge take the strain: seventy-five one tin bakes. Simple & effective 
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FICTION  

 
KAOUTHER ADIMI   A Bookshop in Algiers   (160pp) £12.99 
Weaving between the 1930’s & the present, the story of one man & his passion for books 
ESTHER FREUD    I Couldn’t Love You More   (368pp) £16.99 
60’s London, 60’s Ireland steeped in religion & tradition, the present: three women cope 
LIONEL SHRIVER    Should We Stay or Should We Go   (288pp) £18.99 
A couple make a suicide pact but when the time comes, are they sure? Twelve scenarios  
A J PEARCE    Yours Cheerfully   (352pp) £14.99 
1941: Emmy Lake is recruited to aid the war effort but conditions for women are not ideal  
SARAH WINMAN    Still Life   (464pp) £16.99 
Tuscany ‘44: a soldier & a middle-aged art historian share an evening, changing them both 
SOPHIA MONEY-COUTTS    Did You Miss Me?   (416pp) £14.99 
Would you exchange a safe, slightly dull life for the rekindled excitement of first love? 
JANE MCCULLOCH    A Year of Trials for E.G. Rawlings   (352pp) £11.99 pbk 
A retired war correspondent with decisions to make, grandson to rescue, memoir to write  
NATASHA BROWN    Assembly   (112pp) £12.99 
A young British black woman reflects on her ‘success’ in life, but is it a hollow victory?  
ELIF SHAFAK    The Island of Missing Trees   (368pp) £14.99 
A taverna in Cyprus, a meeting place for two teenagers divided by religion & politics  
DUNCAN HAMILTON    Injury Time   (384pp) £18.99 
Defined by one minute of FA Cup glory, an old footballer is tempted back to save his club 
DOMINIQUE BARBERIS    A Sunday in Ville-d’Avray   (128pp) £9.99 pbk 
A sister confides in her sibling, rocking the contemplative calm of a dutiful visit 
JOHN BOYNE    The Echo Chamber   (432pp) £16.99 
A modern morality tale of the fragility of success – you’re only a tweet away from disaster 
ANNIE GARTHWAITE    Cecily   (384pp) £14.99 
Cecily Neville, Duchess of York, determined to survive the turbulent Wars of the Roses 
SEBASTIAN FAULKS    Snow Country   (368pp) September £20 
20th c. Vienna: two lives on a collision course, spurred on by love, disappointment & hope 
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CRIME FICTION & THRILLERS  

 
KATE SAUNDERS    The Mystery of the Sorrowful Maiden   (336pp) £16.99 
When a body is found in the burnt out ruins of a theatre, Laetitia Rodd investigates  
MARYLA SZYMICZKOWA    Karolina or the Torn Curtain   (336pp) £9.99 pbk 
When her maid is found murdered, Zofia is determined to bring the guilty to justice 
DAISY WAUGH    Phone for the Fish Knives   (304pp) £18.99 
A film crew arrives at Tode Hall & it’s not long before there is a bit of backstabbing.....  
TOM BRADBY    Triple Cross   (368pp) £12.99 
Kate Henderson is called from retirement by the PM to investigate a possible mole in MI6 
JOHN BARLOW    Right to Kill   (336pp) £14.99 
DS Joe Romano must find the killer of a drug dealer before they strike again. First in series 
MICHEL BUSSI    The Other Mother   (448pp) £14.99 
A four-year-old claims his mother is a pretender. Is he a fantasist? Will anyone listen?   
CHARLOTTE PHILBY    The Second Woman   (384pp) £14.99 
Two women, two apparent suicides a decade apart. Enter NCA officer Madeleine Farrow 
JAMES ELLROY    Widespread Panic   (336pp) £20 
Freddy Otash, Hollywood fixer, has a line on everyone & sleaze will out. Based on truth 
YRSA SIGURDARDOTTIR    The Doll   (464pp) £16.99 
An innocuous doll pulled from the deep starts a murderous trail of events  
MARTIN WALKER    The Coldest Case   (352pp) £18.99 
Bruno’s boss has been haunted by his failure to solve his first case. Can Bruno help? 
JOHN SIMPSON    Our Friends in Beijing   (384pp) £18.99 
Jon Swift bumps into an old Chinese acquaintance in an Oxford pub. Coincidence? 
OWEN MATTHEWS    Red Traitor   (336pp) £16.99 
A Cold War thriller set in the warm waters of the Caribbean 
ANTHONY HOROWITZ    A Line to Kill   (432pp) August £20 
Alderney is peaceful, a perfect place for a literary festival. But then its sponsor is murdered 
VICTORIA DOWD    The Supper Club Murders  (278pp) September £8.99 pbk 
The Smart family find themselves locked in a Dartmoor castle. Then the murders begin... 
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AND FINALLY – SOME SUMMER SUGGESTIONS 

   
MARGARET KENNEDY    The Feast  £9.99 
A Cornish holiday is overshadowed by the knowledge of a tragedy to come. Who will die? 
ELIZABETH JANE HOWARD    The Light Years    £9.99  
First volume of  ‘The Cazalet Chronicles’ - a modern classic portraying pre-WWII life 
ANDREA CAMILLERI    The Shape of Water    £8.99  
The first Inspector Montalbano mystery, set in Sicily 
PATRICK LEIGH FERMOR    A Time of Gifts    £16.99  
All three volumes of the intrepid traveller’s journey across Europe available in hardback  
BILL BRYSON    A Walk in the Woods    £9.99  
Our intrepid author sets out to walk the Appalachian Trail  & not get eaten in the attempt 
URSULA BUCHAN    Beyond the Thirty-Nine Steps    £10.99  
Life of John Buchan by his granddaughter: a man of many talents & interests 
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We are a short and pleasant walk from Barnes Bridge or Barnes railway stations 
A separate list of recommendations for children is available on request 

To order any of the books in the catalogue 
or for other suggestions contact us at: 
Barnes Bookshop 
98 Church Road 
London 
SW13 0DQ 
 
Tel: 020 8741 0786 
Email: books@barnesbookshop.com 
Or order online through bookshop.org 
 
 


